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Warnings and important information.

Any advice contained in this communication is general only and does not consider your objectives,
financial situation or needs, and you should consider whether it’s appropriate for you. If you are
thinking about acquiring a financial product, you should consider our Financial Services Guide
(FSG) at www.traderscircle.com.au and the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (if there is one
available) first.
Trading options is not suitable for everyone. There is a risk that you can lose more than the
value of a trade or its underlying assets. You should only act on our recommendations if you are
confident that you fully understand what you are doing.
Past returns do not reflect future returns, and it is also possible to make significant losses. We
employ expert traders and use strategies that maximise returns and minimise risk. However, there
is always a risk of loss when trading and investing. This is general information, and is not prepared
for your specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Consult a licensed investment
adviser before making investment decisions. TradersCircle Pty Ltd, ABN 65 120 660 497 is a
corporate authorised representative of Emerald Financial Group Pty Ltd, AFSL number 241041.
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Part 1 - Options

3

Suppose you could defer the decision to

different from MINIs, but both allow traders –

buy shares that you think you like while you

and sometimes investors – a way of grasping

wait and see whether they are performing

market opportunities using tools that

well. Do this without an option and you just

reshape the risk profile of a share purchase

pay more for the shares if they go up. With

or a share sale.
An option is something you can buy when

options, you can benefit immediately if they
go up in the time until you’re ready to buy,

you want to set a fixed price for a future

and on the other hand lose only a limited

share purchase – a maximum price you will

amount – known in advance – if they fall.

pay. Or you can use an option to make sure
you get a minimum price if and when you sell

This guide to options and MINIs assumes
you know something about share trading,

in the future. In either case, you pay a price

including technical and fundamental analysis

called a premium, and you can then use the

and risk management techniques. But it

option before it expires or walk away and

starts from the beginning when it comes

lose the premium.

to options and MINIs. Options are quite
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
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What’s the deal?

companies relying on foreign income, including

Risk is inevitable in the sharemarket. But that

the mining, manufacturing and tourist industries

doesn’t mean you have to take the risk of buying

Presumably if you like the shares you have

or selling a particular share just as it’s offered.

bought or plan to buy, you’re happy with the

Used instead of shares, or in combination with

industry and company specifics. But if the overall

them, options are contracts that let you adjust

market drops for macro-economic reasons, your

the risks involved in trading shares so that the risk

shares are still at risk, which is why investors and

profile suits you better, as an investor or a trader

traders like index options – options over the whole

or both. They also allow you to tailor your risk to

market – as a way of reducing or even cutting out

given current market conditions.

market risk entirely.
It’s also possible to use options instead of buying

The market and risk

and selling shares. Options can act as a substitute

Buy shares and you’re subject to three or four

for a share investment that lets you win if the

kinds of risk. To put it another way, there are a

shares rise – you can either sell the options for a

number of reasons why a share price might fall

profit or use them to buy the shares for less than

– that’s the real risk if you’re on the bought side –

their current price. As a share owner, put options –

and they don’t all relate directly to the underlying

options to sell – let you set a future selling price for

company. Specific risk – or the risk that a

shares you think might drop in price. That protects

particular company might find itself in trouble

you from any immediate drop, giving you time to

of some sort – is accompanied by industry risk,

see what the share price does. It’s a substitute for

which affects all companies in a particular sector.

selling the shares themselves.

Overlaid on this is economic risk, or the risk that

Calls and puts also allow traders to take short-

changes in the global or local economy might

term positions in stocks they think will rise (in

adversely affect growth in all sectors, or a wide

which case they will profit by buying calls) or

range of different sectors. Global economic risk

stocks they think are very likely to fall (and if they

may show up as currency risk, for example. A

do, they will profit by buying puts). There are a

strong Australian dollar may adversely affect all

wide variety of combination strategies, in which
different options over the one stock are combined,
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or options used along with positions in shares,

still earns it. The option seller takes on the risk

or positions in cash, to profit from a diversity of

you’re avoiding. If you buy a call and the price rises,

market conditions.

the seller risks being obliged to deliver the stock
to you at the option exercise price or, unless they

How options can change your risk
profile

quit the position, to pay cash to cover your profits.

An option to buy shares is known as a call

take is limited to the amount of premium you pay.

option, or just a call. What a call option does is

Although options can be expensive, the amount

set up an agreement between you, the buyer

of premium paid is likely to be much less than the

of the option, and an option seller who wants

potential loss on buying the equivalent shares

to earn the premium you are willing to pay for

outright if there is a sharp fall. Clearly the risks and

the option. The option sets down what you will

benefits need to be carefully weighed up before

pay if you decide to take up the shares when the

any decision, but an instrument that gives you the

options expire in a few weeks or a few months,

right to walk away at a limited loss if the shares

depending on the term to expiry you choose.

unexpectedly fall in price after you have bought

The cost of the option is the premium. It’s not

them offers a different set of risks than those

a refundable deposit on the cost of the shares,

offered by a share purchase.

but a one-off non-refundable price paid for

If you buy options instead of shares, the risk you

Although the downside risk is limited, a share

the time in the market the option represents.

price fall is still undesirable if you have bought

Whether the share subsequently rises or falls,

a call option, but you can exit the position at

you still pay the premium and the option seller

any time before expiry by selling the option you
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bought, recouping any remaining premium. On
the other hand, if the market develops as we
expect, we can take advantage of any price rise in
the shares at any time before the option expires,
simply by selling some or all of the options we
bought. Options give you more choices because
they buy you time, and time in the markets is
valuable for the opportunities it provides.
As already suggested, it’s possible to use options
to hedge against (that is, reduce) the risk of the
overall market moving the wrong way and taking
the price of your shares with it. Changes in the
domestic economy may see funds withdrawn
from the sharemarket for reasons that don’t relate
directly to the industry or specific company whose
shares you bought. But there are put options
available that let you profit from any downturn in
the overall market. Buying index puts proportional
to the value of the shares you own takes market
risk out of the equation, giving you a risk profile
that will benefit if your shares rise and will do
better than the shares alone in an overall market
downturn.
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Chapter 2 - The nitty gritty:
time, price, volatility
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An option’s most important feature is its

strike price. In this case the option is in the money,

premium – the price you pay for the time in the

and it has inherent value. If the share price falls

market that the option represents, plus any value

back level with the strike price, the inherent value

the option has because of the share price in

falls to zero. At this price of $10 for the shares, the

relation to the strike price. The strike price, also

$10 option is at the money. It has no inherent

called the exercise price, is the purchase or sale

value but may have some time value. As the share

price for the shares at expiry – the price you pay

price falls below the strike price, the call option

or the price you get, depending on whether it’s a

loses value because it is now out of the money

call or put.

– the share price has to move back up to $10 for

If the strike price for a call is $10, the option

this call option to be at the money, and if the share

becomes more valuable as the share price rises

price rises to more than $10, as it did before, it

further above $10, because you can exercise the

now has inherent value again. Only in-the-money

option and acquire the shares at $10 whenever

options have inherent value.

you like. On the other hand, if it’s a put option

As well as inherent value, an option also has

(a put) with the same strike price, it gets more

time value. It’s easy to calculate an option’s

valuable as the shares drop further below $10,

inherent value, and you can always find the time

because you can now buy the shares for less and

value by taking the inherent value away from the

exercise the option to sell them at $10. Once

option premium. Suppose a $14.50 call option has

the share price moves past the exercise price

a premium of $1.20 when the shares are at $15.00.

into profit territory sufficiently to cover the price

The inherent value is 50c (the shares are 50c above

you paid for the option, any further move in

the strike price), so the time value must be 70c

that direction is profitable for you as the option

(premium of $1.20 less inherent value).

holder.
So part of the premium is this inherent value

The time value of an option depends on two
factors. The one that’s clearly defined is the time

– the difference between the strike price and

remaining to expiry. The other is the volatility

the exercise price. Naturally, a $10 call only has

of the underlying stock, index or asset. Volatility

inherent value (sometimes also called intrinsic

can be defined statistically Chapter 2 The nitty

value) if the share price is higher than the $10

gritty: time, price, volatility based on past moves
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7
in the stock price, but can change rapidly and has

is a prediction about what the stock’s volatility

a significant affect on the premium of both a call

(pace of movement) may be in the immediate

and a put option. Statistically, an option’s volatility,

future. The prediction is not necessarily meant

measured over a known period, is a prediction

to hold for a year – the measure is annualised so

about how far it is likely to move over the next year,

that volatilities are standardised and therefore

based on its recent price behaviour. The statistical

comparable.

measure is known as the standard deviation, and

It’s important as a trader to keep the volatility

is expressed as an annual percentage. A volatility

of the underlying stock closely monitored. When

of 12 per cent per annum tells us that the stock is

volatility changes dramatically, it is often the signal

likely, given its recent past, to remain within 12 per

of a turning point in the price direction of the

cent of its current price over the next year. We can

stock. A sudden drop in volatility suggests a calmer

know this with a “certainty” level of about 66 per

market where the stock price, if moving up, will

cent – it will, at this volatility level, remain within

make slower progress than in a volatile market.

this band in the following year about two-thirds of

A fast-moving or volatile market is favourable

the time. There is an even greater chance – about

for traders generally, since bigger moves

95 per cent probability – that the price will remain

theoretically mean opportunities for larger gains.

within two standard deviations; that is, in the band

Higher volatility also makes options much more

from 24 per cent lower to 24 per cent higher than

expensive, since the time value of an option is

the current price over the next 12 months.

related to the opportunities it presents, and there

Volatility, when used to price option premiums,
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Trading volatility
Predicting changes in volatility is the basis of

to be more attracted to buying options at times

strategies designed to take advantage of the

when they expect volatility to rise from low levels.

resulting changes in option premiums. Premiums

That tells option buyers that the price of options

– which can be thought of as the cost of hedging

may rise just when they need options the most,

an underlying stock or cash position – are higher

either to hedge their shares or to take advantage of

when there is more risk, and there is more risk

a market opportunity. The added cost of an option

when the stock is moving quickly, and is therefore

when volatility is high makes it essential to allow

more volatile. Option sellers are attracted to the

for volatility changes when looking at the outcome

higher premiums and will be encouraged to

of an option strategy. In particular, it is important

sell (write) options at times when volatility is

not to pay too much for an option when volatility

high, especially if they think volatility is likely to

is high. If you’re hedging a stock position, for

abate. Although sellers (option writers) take more

example, there is no point in paying 5 per cent of

risk when markets are volatile, they have the

the stock price as a premium for a put option when

opportunity of selling options, which they can buy

you think the stock is unlikely to fall that far in the

back at a profit if volatility drops, even when the

time before the option expires.

stock price is unchanged. Conversely, they will tend
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Chapter 3 - Index Options
and Portfolio Hedging
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Index options

Portfolio hedging

It’s possible to buy and sell options based on

One of the main uses of index options is for

the value of a share price index, and in Australia

portfolio hedging, although they can also be

the standard index used for this purpose is the

used to take a view on the direction of the overall

S&P ASX 200 index, which is made up of the 200

market or to implement the variety of strategies

leading stocks (those with the highest market

used in share options.The essence of portfolio

capitalisation, which is another way of saying the

hedging is protective. You buy index calls when

biggest companies).

you are at risk of a market rise – when your

A standard option contract is for 100 of the

portfolio is heavily weighted to cash, for example,

underlying shares (it used to be 1000 shares), so

but you think the market might rally and you don’t

the stated premium needs to be multiplied by

want to miss out.You buy index puts when you are

100 to give the amount you pay. For example, an

heavily weighted in shares and at risk of an overall

option with a premium of $1.20 will cost $120.00

market fall. Fully hedging a portfolio involves

in premiums and give you the right to buy or sell

buying options to cover its whole value. So if we

100 shares.

have a $500,000 portfolio and the index put option

When it comes to the index, the underlying

strike price is at 4500 we need $500,000/4500 x

unit is not a share price, so there is a multiplier

10 options, or 11 options, each covering $45,000

that tells you how much each option is worth.

value for our portfolio.Such options protect us

A notional portfolio based on the index might

from any fall below 4500 for the overall index and

be worth $1 per index point, giving $4300 when

the corresponding loss of value in our portfolio,

the index is at 4300. For index options on the

provided the portfolio value tracks the index

Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) the standard

closely. If it doesn’t, the options will serve only to

multiplier for index options is 10, so each

adjust market risk. In buying a put option, you are

contract option covers a notional portfolio with a

paying someone else to take the downside risk,

value ten times the index size in dollars. At 4300,

but of course this has a cost attached – the option

an option exercise price translates into a contract

premium.

value of $43,000 and an option premium of
172.00 would represent an option cost of $1,720
per option.
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In practice, it’s unusual to hedge the portfolio
fully. You would normally adjust the proportion

Cash settlement

11

There is no actual delivery of shares when index

hedged according to how severe you thought

options are exercised, but simply an exchange of

the decline might be, how much premium you

the cash equivalent. If you exercise the option, it

were willing to pay and what probability you

is settled in cash based on the index price at the

assigned to the imminent downturn you are

option’s expiry. The other choice is to sell it before

hedging against.For portfolios that don’t match

expiry.

the index – such as portfolios of small-cap
miners, for example – index options can be useful
in adjusting market risk, or the risk that mining
shares will fall simply because investors are
nervous about the sharemarket generally. What
percentage to hedge needs careful thought, but
the underlying value of the index options you
buy or sell for hedging purposes (based on the
strike price, not the premium) should never be
more than the value of your portfolio.
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Chapter 4 - Options in practice:
Buying options
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Buying options to profit from the direction of the

In most cases you will be using options at the

market is the most common option strategy and

strike price, or those fairly close on either side of

the simplest. If you think a particular share or

it, to implement your strategies, unless there is a

index will rise in price, buying a call option gives

good reason for taking out-of-the-money options.

you the flexibility of a limited-risk exposure to

Buying a deep out-of-the-money call to profit

the underlying stock.

from an upward share price move is a long shot,

On the other hand, if you think a particular

and the further out of the money, the longer the

share price or index is likely to fall, you simply buy

odds against making a profit. But deep out-of the-

put options. In either case, you will have some

money options, whether calls or puts, are cheap

decisions to make, based on the kind of risk you

and even a comparatively long-term option of

want to take and the likely movement of the

say, nine or twelve months may be affordable. The

shares in your view.

share price has to move a long way before these

The choices: strike price and expiry

options are profitable, so if you buy them you’re
hoping for a very significant move before the

When you look at the list of options available

options expire in order to profit. Expiry - Again, it’s

for an actively traded share, you will find a

an advantage to choose an expiry that is actively

bewildering number of options listed, many of

traded, and the shorter the term to expiry, the

which you can ignore. The interesting ones are

more actively traded an option is likely to be. Very

the ones with comparatively high numbers in the

short-term options with expiries of less than two

volume column – these are the ones that market

weeks are to be avoided because the premium you

participants are using, and it’s an advantage to

pay offers only a short time in the market and that

have good trading volume to make it easy to buy

premium whittles away. very quickly in the last

and sell readily. Strike price - The first place to

days before expiry, just because time is running

look is at those options whose strike price is close

out and it’s time that makes the option valuable.

to the current share price – options that are at

The time premium of the option is always reducing

the money. For any given expiry, these will be the

as time passes, but the pace of decay accelerates

most actively traded options. As the share price

as expiry approaches. For option sellers, that’s an

moves, the activity shifts to options whose strike

advantage, but it’s the opposite for option buyers.

price is closer to the new share price.
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Buying a call

$1 move in the share price increases, which may

If you’re buying a call, the first question to ask

make in-the-money options more suitable for very

is, over what period do I expect the underlying

short-term traders looking to hold the options for

shares or index to rise in price sufficiently to give

just a few days.

me a profit? This will help determine the expiry

Let’s suppose the shares you like are trading at

date you choose. The choice will be a trade-off

$3.55 and you expect them to move up to $3.95

between the length of time you want to be in

over the next three months, based on fundamental

the market and the premium you are prepared to

and technical analysis. A $3.50 call option (the

pay. Most options have expiries each month, so

nearest strike to the share price) expiring in three

you will normally choose one with somewhere

months is priced at 15c.

between one and three months to run and

What we can say with certainty is what will

avoid very short-term options with less than two

happen at expiry. If the shares have reached their

weeks remaining to expiry.

target of $3.95, you have effectively made 100 per

Unless there is a good reason to do so, as a

cent profit, before costs. If you exercise the options,

trader you should choose a strike price fairly

you can acquire the shares at $3.50, sell them at

close to the current price. Such options will be

$3.95 for a 45c gross profit (or just sell the options

the easiest to buy and sell, offer a better chance

for a similar result), less the premium of 15c, a net

of profit than out-of-the-money options and are

profit before brokerage and costs of 30c a share.

cheaper than in-the-money options. Part of the

Multiply all these numbers by 100 because the

cost of an in-the-money option is the inherent

standard option is for 100 shares.

value. Choosing an at-the-money option means

If the shares fall in value and do not recover

the inherent value is low, reducing the premium.

before expiry, your loss is the premium of 15c.

But in-the-money options do gain more from the

To make a profit at expiry, you need the stock to

share price movement. As options move further

rise far enough above the strike price to cover the

into the money, the gain in their value for each

premium. So they must be above $3.65 (the break-
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even) to make a profit, but as long as they are
above the strike price of $3.50 you can recoup

Delta

14

As an option moves deeper into the money, its

some premium, though you still make a loss if

delta, or the amount the option price moves for a

they are below the break-even.

given change in the share price, increases. At-the-

What happens ahead of expiry depends partly

money options, both calls and puts, have a delta

on any changes to the volatility of the underlying

of 0.5 and move half as much as the share price

stock. If volatility rises, your call option will gain

(although the delta of a put is given as a minus

in value, but this implies that the stock is moving,

number, it has the same effect). Deep-in-the-

and not necessarily in the right direction. A stock

money options (calls or puts) have a delta of 1.0 (or

price fall and a rise in volatility tend to cancel

-1.0 for a put) and move the same amount (cent for

each other out for a call option.

cent) as the share price. As an option moves out

If volatility is stable, an at-the-money option
like this one will gain in value as the stock price

of the money, its delta gradually declines towards
zero.

rises, but at first the rise in the option price will
only be about half as much as the rise in the price
of the shares. So if in a few days the shares rise

Buying a put
If you’re buying a put, the same questions apply.

to $3.60, a 5c rise, the option will rise in price

You expect the share price to fall, but how far and

by about 2.5c, and you can sell the option for a

over what period? You should have a target price

profit if you wish. Selling the option would give

in mind that you think the share will reach in that

you proceeds of around 17.5c a share, or a profit

period.

of 2.5c after deducting the premium. That would

Suppose that the shares you think are about

represent a gain of about 13 per cent before

to decline are trading at $7.50 and you expect

costs.

them to fall to $7.00 (a 50c fall) over the next two
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months. Put options with a strike of $7.50 (at the
money) and a two-month expiry are trading at
36c a share, which, if the shares reached their
target by expiry, would give you a profit before
costs of 14c a share, a return of 39 per cent before
costs on your outlay of 36c a share.
If the shares are below the strike price at
expiry, you lose the premium of 36c a share.
But, as with a put, if the shares move above the
break-even at any time before expiry they can be
sold for a profit. The break-even for a put is the
strike price less the option premium, or in this
case $7.50 less 36c, or $7.14. If the shares move
down fairly quickly to this level, the options
will gain about half as much in premium as
the share price move. Having bought them at
36c, you could now sell them for around 54c, a
profit of 18c or about 50 per cent before costs.
Naturally, you would hold the options for longer
if you thought the share price had further to fall.
An at-the-money put option has a delta of -0.5
(negative because it gains from a falling price),
but as it moves further into the money (as the
share price falls) its delta increases gradually
until, when it is deep in the money, it moves
cent-for-cent with the underlying share price.
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Chapter 5 - Options strategies
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Combination strategies:
straddle, strangle

if I buy two options, but this time choose strike

Combinations of two bought options can be

prices either side of the current market price? Look

useful at certain times to take advantage of an

at the next highest and next lowest strike prices.

expected sudden large move in the market,

Buy a put at the lower strike and a call at the higher

which is likely accompanied by higher volatility

strike. The two options are both slightly out of the

and which occur after a share price has spent

money, making them cheaper, but the underlying

some time trading in a narrow range.

price has to move further than in a straddle to give

Straddle – when a share price moves out of

Strangle – in the same market situation, what

a profit. The total amount risked is lower, but the

such a range, the move is often sudden and swift

break-even points, one each for the market moving

but the direction may be unclear. The charts

up or down, are further from the current market

indicate a large move may be imminent, but not

price.

the direction, up or down.
If I’m reasonably sure the break-out will occur, I

Short straddles and strangles – when the
market is getting calmer and volatilities are

can profit by buying both a call and a put, both

dropping, those able to write (sell options) – those

at the money, with the same expiry, paying two

who understand the risks and have the financial

premiums on the assumption that the move will

means to take them or the skill to manage them –

be big enough to cover the cost of both options.

can profit from the likelihood that a share price will

Now it doesn’t matter which direction the market

be relatively stable, and at the same time profit if

moves in, as long as it’s a big move. If a big

volatility drops, by taking opposite positions to the

enough move occurs, one of the options will be

straddle and strangle strategies described above.

worthless at expiry, losing its premium, but the

Instead of buying the call and put options, those

profit on the other will more than compensate.

options are sold and the premium is earned if the

That’s a straddle.

underlying price remains stable. More premium is

The risk is larger than with a bought call or put

earned than by selling options singly, but there is

on its own, but is still limited to the total amount

a risk of the options being exercised, which would

of premium paid. The strategy will benefit both

mean that unless the seller quits the position they

from the price move and the higher volatility that

will be obliged to deliver or buy actual stock.

accompanies a sudden large move.
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Selling (writing) options

Buy shares and write options

An option seller is a market participant who

A less risky strategy for those who own shares, or

takes the sold side of an option position to earn

are willing to buy them, is to sell call options over

the premium. (You’re not an option seller in this

the shares in order to earn additional yield at times

sense if you’re just selling options you previously

when capital gains are sluggish. Selling a call at a

bought).

higher strike price than the current market price

Selling options, also known as writing or

means that you also have an opportunity to get

granting them, is risky because if the option is

out of the stock at a price higher than its current

exercised the seller must either deliver the stock

price if it rises above the strike price. If the options

(in satisfaction of a call) or pay cash for the stock

aren’t exercised and the price is still stable, I can

(in satisfaction of a put). But because a fairly large

sell more calls. Selling calls implies a mildly bearish

percentage of options expire worthless, there

long-term outlook on the stock. This strategy is

is a chance that the option seller will earn the

known as a covered call, also known as a buy-

premium without having to buy or deliver the

and-write strategy.

stock. This is the outcome the seller is looking
for. The seller simply banks the premium, which
is received as soon as the option is sold because
the premium is non-refundable. The risk needs
careful management, and in particular those
selling options without the backing of either
shares to deliver or cash to pay for them must
have the skills to monitor and manage the
associated risk.
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Hold cash and write options

Among the possibilities are a synthetic covered

Suppose I have cash and I believe the shares I’m

call, where you use a bought call option instead

interested in are likely to rise in the long term but

of holding the underlying stock in a covered write

I’m waiting for a pullback before buying. I can

strategy, and its converse, a synthetic covered

earn some additional yield on my cash while I’m

put, where you use a bought put instead of

waiting by selling put options, and if I sell them

holding cash to cover the writing (selling) of puts.

at a strike price below the current market price, I

A bull spread is a mildly bullish strategy that

may also have the opportunity to acquire them

involves using two puts or two calls – buying the

on any dip that happens before expiry. If the

lower strike and selling the higher strike call – to

options are not exercised and the pullback still

give an outcome with both limited risk if the share

hasn’t occurred, I can do the same thing again

price falls and limited profit if it rises, but a cheaper

when the options expire. This strategy is known

premium than for a single option. A bear spread

as a covered put.

involves the opposite – you sell an option with a
higher strike price and buy one with a lower strike

Other combinations:

(either both calls or both puts) to give limited risk

Variations on these strategies involving different

if the market rises and a capped profit if it falls, all

strike prices and different ratios of bought and

for a comparatively low premium.

sold options, or different proportions of put and
call options, are also available. There is a wide
range of information available on the internet,
and we suggest you start with the education
material available at the ASX website.
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Part 2 - MINIs
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MINIs were first introduced on the

about trading tools and strategies such

Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) in 2007 as

as stop-loss orders. Traders have ways of

a new way of allowing traders to participate

making sure their losses don’t approach the

in gains from share price moves – either up

worst-case levels. (See Chapter 8).

or down. They are an alternative to other
listed instruments such as options and
warrants which are also used for trading
but have quite different characteristics
from MINIs.
MINIs are for establishing leveraged
trading positions with relative safety. You
buy long MINIs when you think the price
will rise, and short MINIs when you think
it’s about to fall. You pay a proportion of
the share value and borrow the rest to give
you leverage, but with a built-in safety net.
You can’t lose more than the portion of the
price you originally put up, which varies but
is typically 10 to 30 per cent, depending on
the strike price you choose, which in turn
changes the amount of leverage (amount
borrowed). Losing the whole MINI price is
the worst case, and it’s much better than
losing the lot. Of course, you don’t want
to lose that much either, but it’s unlikely
that losses will be so extensive if you know
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Chapter 6 - What are MINIs?
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If you’re used to trading shares, but want

available over a number of market indices

a little more bang for your buck when you

and over currencies.

get the trade right, you may find it useful to

Long and short MINIs are separate

add some leverage. Leverage is what you

contracts, with a financial provider on the

get when you borrow some of the money

issuing side of each. There is no time limit

you’re putting into the trade, reducing the

or expiry and no premium for volatility –

amount you have to contribute yourself. It’s

they are not exchange-created instruments

what you get with listed MINIs on the ASX –

like options either. If you buy a MINI from

but you also get a built-in safety net.

one provider, it may often have different

If you think of MINIs more like contracts

characteristics from MINIs in the same

for difference (CFDs) than options you will

share from a different provider. When you

be on the right track.

buy or sell MINIs you buy or sell from the

MINIs are small-contract-size trading

provider and the provider hedges the risk in

instruments designed to be used for short

the underlying sharemarket or using index

to medium term trading – holding positions

derivatives. Once you buy a MINI you can

for a few days or several weeks. Unlike

close the position at any time by selling back

CFDs, you can’t lose more than the initial

the long MINI you bought. You can’t match it

deposit (MINI price) you pay, and usually

with a short MINI from another provider.

much less, because MINIs have a built-in
stop-loss feature. And unlike CFDs, you
can’t match a bought (long) position with
a sold (short) position in the same shares.
You can still profit from a move in either
direction. You buy long MINIs when you
think a share price is likely to rise and short
MINIs when you think the share price will
probably fall. As well as shares, MINIs are
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Features: leverage with
limited risk, no margin calls

Initial margin and interest charge

MINIs are CFD-like instruments with a

they do in terms of the profits and losses

built-in stop loss, traded on the ASX under

and financing costs. The initial margin can be

the warrant rules. MINIs require an initial

as little as 10 per cent or as much as 25 per

payment – the MINI price – which is typically

cent, depending on the level of gearing you

around 10 to 25 per cent of the share price.

choose, as reflected in the strike price, but

After that no further margins are needed

you can’t lose more than the MINI price. In

because losses are limited by the built-in

fact, most MINIs have a stop-loss level that

stop loss, which tips you out of the market

gets you out of the trade well before you lose

once the price reaches the stop-loss level,

as much as the MINI price.

preventing further losses. The trade is then

MINIs are designed to emulate CFDs, which

As a trader, the safety net is there against

closed, and a new MINI trade would be

the worst-case scenario, but the built-in stop-

needed to re-enter the market.

loss level need not be relied on alone. You

You can choose a lower level of gearing
by trading a MINI with a higher upfront
premium (MINI price), which reduces

can also use stop-loss orders to keep actual
losses to lower levels in practice.
If the idea of limited loss makes a MINI

gearing and therefore reduces the risk you

sound a bit like an option, remember

take compared with your initial outlay.

there’s no up-front time premium to pay,

The other difference from a CFD is

no expiry and no option-related time decay.

that commission is charged only on the

The limited-loss feature is achieved by an

amount of margin paid, not on the full

automatic stop-loss that is triggered when

value of the trade. Apart from that, MINIs

the share price reaches the stop-loss level.

behave very much like ordinary CFDs, with

MINIs have a pricing mechanism that

interest payable on long (bought) positions

reflects the change in the underlying share

and received by those holding short (sold)

price, but also enables the MINI price to be

positions.
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unaffected by dividend payments.
A MINI has four important features –
the strike price (exercise price), which is
the amount effectively borrowed to buy
the shares (if you are long); the MINI price,
which is the amount you put up as initial
payment; a stop-loss level, which triggers
the termination of the position if the shares
reach this level, and a financing cost (for
long positions) or interest payment (for
short positions) which shows up as small
daily adjustments to the strike price.
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Chapter 7 - MINIs in practice

The choices: amount of
leverage and strike price
Suppose ABC shares are trading at $10.00.
There is a long MINI with a price of $2.00,

23

will be triggered and you will receive a price
for your MINIs reflecting the market price for
the shares.
In the market there will also be a short

an exercise price (strike price) of $8.00,

MINI, also with a price of $2.00, but with a

and a stop-loss level of $9.00. If you buy

strike price of $12.00 and a stop-loss level of

the long MINI, you will start making profits

$11.00. If ABC falls to $9.50, the price of the

as soon as the share price moves above

short MINI will rise to $2.50, before interest

$10.00, so at $10.50 for ABC shares the

charges are applied, giving a profit of 50c for

MINI you paid $2.00 for will be worth $2.50

those who held short MINIs.

(before a small interest charge is applied)

If the price rises to the stop-loss level of

and you can sell the MINI at this price or

the short MINI ($11.00), the issuer will step

hold it for as long as you like – that is, until

in and close out the position, unwinding its

you feel the stock has made its full move

hedge to get you out of the market at a price

up. The value of a long MINI is always very

close to the stop-loss level. Sometimes, if

close to the difference between the current

the hedge can be unwound at a better price,

share price and the strike price, so at

the provider may pass on the benefit to the

$10.50, with a strike price of $9.00, the MINI

client. At other times the price you receive

is worth $1.50.

may be a little less than implied by the stop-

If the stock moves down to $9.75 and

loss level.

you decide to close the position, your long
MINI will now be worth about $1.75 (share
price of $9.75 less strike price of $9.00) and
you can sell to cut your losses. You paid
$2.00, so selling at 75c makes a loss of 25c
a share before costs. If you do nothing and
the share price falls to $9.00, the stop-loss
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Leverage

Commission

You can choose the amount of leverage

An advantage of MINIs compared with other

by choosing a different strike price. For a

leveraged instruments is that commission is

long position, a lower strike price means

charged only on the MINI price, not on the

a higher initial payment (MINI price), with

full value of the trade. But this also means

correspondingly smaller percentage gains

that if you choose lower leverage (higher

and losses.

initial payment) your commission cost will be

But be careful about choosing a lower

higher.

level of leverage because this will mean
that you effectively have a wider stop loss.
Although adding extra cash reduces risk
compared Chapter 7 MINIs in practice to
your outlay, the actual dollar amount you
lose may be greater at a lower level of
leverage because in the worst case you lose
a proportion of the MINI price, and the MINI
price is higher if leverage is lower.
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Chapter 8 - Trading with Options
and MINI’s
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This guide tells you how MINIs and options

trades. Those who begin with the knowledge

work, but doesn’t attempt to teach you

that Chapter 8 Trading with Options and

the essentials of successful trading using

MINIs some trades – perhaps even a majority

leverage. Successful traders have skills

at first – will involve losses, will stand a better

that it may take months or years of actual

chance than those who expect to win on

experience in the market to develop.

almost every trade. Your trading plan will

To have a chance of success at trading in

have the following as essential elements:

options and MINIs, you will need to have a
written trading plan setting out your rules

•

Your objective in trading. This may be

for entering and exiting the market, how

a target return on risk capital or an

you decide the size of the position you

expected percentage gain on winning

will take and how you will manage the risk

trades.

using stop-loss orders.

•

will come from your study of technical

Leveraged trading can be risky,

analysis and chart patterns.

especially if you haven’t traded before.
Most people who lose money trading in

How you will decide when to enter. This

•

Use of stop losses. Stop losses are

leveraged markets such as options and

essential for risk management, and

MINIs do so through lack of a trading

require close study so that you use them

plan. Preparing a trading plan takes some

appropriately for your position size and

research and some time to ensure that it

amount at risk.

covers every essential aspect of keeping

•

result of your study of chart signals.

your risk capital safe and maximising your
chances of success.
The essential trading rule is “cut losses,

How you will decide when to exit. Also a

•

Definition of your risk management
system. Risk management rules are

let profits run.” In other words, make sure

designed to preserve your risk capital by

you quit a losing trade before you lose too

limiting the amount you put at risk on any

much, and make sure a favourable trend

one trade. There’s more to it than this,

is over before getting out. This may involve

so do some reading on money and risk

coming to terms with unexpectedly strong

management before starting

emotional reactions to the inevitable losing
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Warnings and important information.

Any advice contained in this communication is general only and does not consider your objectives,
financial situation or needs, and you should consider whether it’s appropriate for you. If you are
thinking about acquiring a financial product, you should consider our Financial Services Guide
(FSG) at www.traderscircle.com.au and the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (if there is one
available) first.
Trading options is not suitable for everyone. There is a risk that you can lose more than the
value of a trade or its underlying assets. You should only act on our recommendations if you are
confident that you fully understand what you are doing.
Past returns do not reflect future returns, and it is also possible to make significant losses. We
employ expert traders and use strategies that maximise returns and minimise risk. However, there
is always a risk of loss when trading and investing. This is general information, and is not prepared
for your specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Consult a licensed investment
adviser before making investment decisions. TradersCircle Pty Ltd, ABN 65 120 660 497 is a
corporate authorised representative of Emerald Financial Group Pty Ltd, AFSL number 241041.
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